BE THE RULER
OF YOUR
DATA CENTER
DOMAIN

IT departments face increasing demands from users
and line-of-business leaders, but as technology
deployments grow, so do management challenges.
An infrastructure refresh puts control over your IT
environment in your hands.

DEMANDS ON
THE IT DOMAIN

Technology leaders face daunting
challenges: hordes of demanding
users, limited budgets, sprawling IT.

25%

An infrastructure
refresh can help
these leaders do
more with less
and gain greater
control of their
domain.

The percentage
of the world’s
economy that
will be digital
by 2020 1
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The growth
in overall
spending on
IT in 20162

BUILDING
DATA
CENTER
CONTROL

New technologies deployed
in an infrastructure refresh
give data center operators
new capabilities for
controlling their
environment.

TAKING CONTROL

Data center automation
will enable unprecedented control
of IT infrastructure.

Advanced controls
enable IT leaders to
manage servers
remotely and simplify
oversight via
dashboard monitors.

60%

The percentage of
companies that by
2018 will rely on highly
instrumented data
centers that use
advanced automation
to boost efficiency5

Data center infrastructure management solutions
give IT departments much greater control of data
center assets, including power and cooling,
yielding significant improvements in efficiency.

$60 BILLION

The costs savings data
centers will realize due
to increased energy
efficiency by 20204
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Third-party
providers such as
CDW can help
organizations
deliver the
infrastructure
capabilities they
need, even as
spending
declines.

8.3%

The increase in sales
of midrange servers
that deliver scalable
systems for
virtualization and
consolidation in the
first quarter of 20163

1/3

The proportion of
companies’ IT staff who will
be employed by third-party
providers by 20185

To learn more about how CDW’s solutions and services can help
your organization do more with less in the data center, visit
CDW.com/datacenter.

